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INTRODUCTION

1. The Second Intersessional Working Group (IWG 2) met from February 21 to 25, 2011. At the conclusion of its session, it adopted a “Summary Report of the Second Intersessional Working Group” (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/IWG/2/2) which describes the work undertaken by IWG 2.

2. IWG 2 requested that the Summary Report, including the List of Participants of the said session, be submitted to the Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (‘the Committee’) at its eighteenth session (see paragraph 8 of the Summary Report). This present document fulfils that request.

3. The following documents also made available at this session of the Committee are directly related to the present document:

   (a) “Draft Articles on the Protection of Traditional Knowledge Prepared at IWG 2” (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/18/7); and,
(b) “Glossary of Key Terms related to Intellectual Property and Traditional Knowledge” (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/18/INF/8).

4. The Committee is invited to take note of the Summary Report of IWG 2 as contained in the Annex.

[Annex follows]
Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore

Second Intersessional Working Group
Geneva, February 21 to 25, 2011

SUMMARY REPORT OF THE SECOND INTERSESSIONAL WORKING GROUP

prepared by the Secretariat
Agenda Item 1: Opening of the session

1. The session was opened by Mr. Johannes Christian Wichard, Deputy Director General, on behalf of the Director General, Mr. Francis Gurry.

2. Mr. Wend Wendland (WIPO) acted as Secretary to the Second Intersessional Working Group (IWG 2).

Agenda Item 2: Election of officers

3. Dr. Ian Heath (Australia) was elected Chair and Professor Yonah Seleti (South Africa), Professor N.S. Gopalakrishnan (India), Ms. Yang Hongju (China) and Ms. Lorena Bolaños (Guatemala) were elected Vice-chairs of IWG 2.

Agenda Item 3: Adoption of the agenda

4. IWG 2 adopted the draft agenda (WIPO/GRTKF/IWG/2/1 Prov.) as its agenda without modifications.

Agenda Item 4: Traditional knowledge

5. With reference to document WIPO/GRTKF/IC/18/5 Prov., IWG 2 extensively discussed each of the draft articles contained therein. That discussion took place in plenary on Monday, February 21 and Tuesday, February 22, 2011.

6. After that discussion in the plenary of IWG 2, six informal, open-ended drafting groups were established to further discuss, exchange and consolidate the various views expressed in the plenary, and to propose streamlined text, including options, comments and scenarios. Those drafting groups were established to address one or more issues as set out in the Annex to the present document. The work of the drafting groups was coordinated, during a meeting on the evening of Wednesday, February 23, 2011, between the Chair of IWG 2 and the Conveners and Rapporteurs of the drafting groups, as well as the Vice-Chairs of IWG 2, after which, on the morning of Thursday, February 24, 2011, the drafting groups had a further opportunity to review their respective article or articles. Thereafter, each drafting group’s article(s) were presented to and discussed by all the experts in the IWG 2 plenary in the afternoon of Thursday, February 23, 2011 and on Friday, February 25, 2011. The draft articles and comments, including specific texts suggested by experts, were noted by IWG 2 and not adopted as such.

7. IWG 2 requested the Secretariat to prepare, for the next session of the IGC (May 9 to 13, 2011), a document (WIPO/GRTKF/IWG/2/3) incorporating the draft articles prepared by the informal drafting groups, as well as the comments and texts proposed by the individual experts in the IWG 2 plenary on February 24 and 25, 2011 as referred to in paragraph 6 above, with attribution and including comments made by experts representing observers.

8. IWG 2 also requested that the present document (WIPO/GRTKF/IWG/2/2), to which should be attached the List of Participants of IWG 2, be submitted to the IGC at its next session.

9. IWG 2 noted the “Glossary of Key Terms related to Intellectual Property and Traditional Knowledge” (WIPO/GRTKF/IWG/2/INF/2) and requested that it be transmitted as an information document to the next session of the IGC.
Agenda Item 5: Any other business

10. There was no discussion under this agenda item.

Agenda item 6: Adoption of report

11. IWG 2 adopted this summary report on February 25, 2011.

Agenda item 7: Closing of the session

12. The Chair thanked all the experts for their active participation and dedication and closed the session.

[Annexes follow]
Open-ended, informal drafting groups at IWG 2

Group 1: Scope of Subject Matter

Group 2: Beneficiaries (including the question of Transboundary Traditional Knowledge)

Group 3: Scope of Protection

Group 4: Exceptions and Limitations; Sanctions, Remedies and Enforcement (including the question of Dispute Resolution).

Group 5: Administration of Rights; Duration of Protection; Formalities

Group 6: Transitional Measures; Consistency with the General Legal Framework; International and Regional Protection.

[Annex II follows]
Comité intergouvernemental de la propriété intellectuelle relative aux ressources génétiques, aux savoirs traditionnels et au folklore

Deuxième groupe de travail intersessions

Genève, 21 – 25 février 2011

Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore

Second Intersessional Working Group

Geneva, February 21 to 25, 2011

LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS/
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
établie par le Secrétariat/
prepared by the Secretariat
I. ÉTATS/STATES

(dans l’ordre alphabétique des noms français des États)
(in the alphabetical order of the names in French of the States)

AFRIQUE DU SUD/SOUTH AFRICA
Yonah Ngalaba SELETI, Chief Director, National Indigenous Knowledge Systems Office, Pretoria
Joseph DAVIES, Foreign Service Officer, Economic Section, Department of International Relations and Cooperation, Pretoria
Wamkele MENE, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

ALGÉRIE/ALGERIA
Hayet MEHADJI (Mme), première secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève

ALLEMAGNE/GERMANY
Heinjoerg HERRMANN, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

ANGOLA
Manuel Cadete GASPAR, Ministry of Culture, Luanda
Makiese KINKELA AUGUSTO, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

ARABIE SAOUDITE/SAUDI ARABIA
Halal AL HARBI, Official, Permanent Mission, Geneva

AUSTRALIE/AUSTRALIA
Ian HEATH, Managing Consultant, First Thoughts, Canberra
Edwina LEWIS (Ms.), Assistant Director, International Policy Section, IP Australia, Canberra

AZERBAÏDJAN/azerbaijan
Natig ISAYEV, Head, International Relations and Information Supply Department, Copyright Agency of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Baku

BANGLADESH
Faiyaz Murshid KAZI, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva
BARBADE/BARBADOS
Corlita BABB-SCHAEFER (Mrs.), Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

BELGIQUE/BELGIUM
Natacha LENAERTS (Mme), attachée, Service des affaires juridiques et internationales, Office de la propriété intellectuelle, Bruxelles

BOLIVIE (ÉTAT PLURINATIONAL DE)/BOLIVIA (PLURINATIONAL STATE OF)
Horacio Gabriel USQUIANO VARGAS, Jefe, Unidad Derecho Económico Internacional, Viceministerio de Comercio Exterior e Integración, La Paz
Luis Fernando ROSALES LOSADA, Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

BOTSWANA
Timothy Leatile MOALUSI, Chief Commercial Officer, Registrar of Companies and Intellectual Property, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Gaborone

BRÉSIL/BRAZIL
Carla Michely YAMAGUTI LEMOS (Mrs.), Technical Advisor, Secretariat of Biodiversity and Forests, Ministry of Environment, Brasilia
Victor FARIA, Patent Examiner, National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI), Rio de Janeiro

BULGARIE/BULGARIA
Boryana ARGIROVA (Ms.), Attaché, United Nations and Global Issues Directorate, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sofia

BURKINA FASO
Sibdou Mireille SOUGOURI KABORE (Mme), attachée, Mission permanente, Genève

CAMEROUN/CAMEROON
Irène-Mélanie GWENANG (Mme), chef de la Cellule juridique, Ministère de la culture, Yaoundé

CANADA
Nicolas LESIEUR, Senior Trade Policy Officer, Intellectual Property Trade Policy Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Ottawa
Arjun VINODRAI, Manager, Planning and Research, Department of Canadian Heritage, Ottawa
CHILI/CHILE
Rodrigo VALENCIA CASTAÑEDA, Asesor Legislativo, Ministerio de la Cultura, Consejo Nacional de la Cultura y las Artes, Santiago

CHINE/CHINA
YANG Hongju (Ms.), Division Director, Division III, Legal Affairs Department, State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO), Beijing
QIU Junchang (Ms.), Project Administrator, Division II, International Cooperation Department, State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO), Beijing

CHYPRE/CYPRUS
Christina TSENTA (Ms.), Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva

COLOMBIE/COLOMBIA
Clara Inés VARGAS SILVA (Sra.), Ministra, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

COSTA RICA
Leila GARRO VALVERDE (Sra.), Coordinadora – Investigadora, Organización Indígena Kus Kurá, San José

CUBA
Gissell FLEITAS MONDEJAR (Sra.), Jefe, Departamento jurídico, Oficina de Propiedad Industrial, La Habana

DANEMARK/DENMARK
Niels HOLM SVENDSEN, Chief Legal Adviser, Danish Patent and Trademark Office, Ministry of Economic and Business Affairs, Taastrup

ÉGYPTE/EGYPT
Mohamed GAD, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

EL SALVADOR
Martha Evelyn MENJIVAR (Srta.), Consejera, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

ÉQUATEUR/ECUADOR
Ruth Deyanira CAMACHO TORAL (Sra.), Directora Nacional, Dirección Nacional de Obtenciones Vegetales y Conocimientos Tradicionales, Instituto Ecuatoriano de Propiedad Intelectual (IEPI), Quito
Pool Bladimir SEGARRA GALARZA, Asesor, Secretaría Técnica del Ministerio de Patrimonio, Quito
ESPAGNE/SPAIN
Eduardo SABROSO LORENTE, Técnico Superior, Departamento de Coordinación Jurídica y Relaciones Internacionales, Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas (OEPM), Madrid
Miguel Angel VECINO QUINTANA, Consejero, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

ÉTATS-UNIS D’AMÉRIQUE/UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Justin HUGHES, Senior Advisor to the Under Secretary of Commerce, United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

ÉTHIOPIE/ETHIOPIA
Abirdu Birhanu SEMEKA, Team Leader Representative, Copyright and Traditional Knowledge Research and Registration Team, Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office, Addis Ababa
Girma Kassaye AYEHU, Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

EX-RÉPUBLIQUE YUGOSLAVE DE MACÉDOINE/THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
Irena JAMIMOVSKA (Ms.), Head, Patent Department, State Office of Industrial Property (SOIP), Skopje

FÉDÉRATION DE RUSSIE/RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Larisa N. SIMONOVA (Ms.), Deputy Director, International Cooperation Department, Federal Service for Intellectual Property, Patents and Trademarks (ROSPATENT), Moscow
Natalia BUZOVA (Ms.), Deputy Head, Legal Division, Federal Service for Intellectual Property, Patents and Trademarks (ROSPATENT), Moscow
Alexey AUTONOMOV, Chief Research Fellow, Institute of State and Law, Russian Academy of Science, Moscow
Dmitry GONCHAR, Senior Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

FINLANDE/FINLAND
Anna VUOPALA (Mrs.), Government Secretary and Secretary General, Copyright Commission, Division of Culture and Media Policy, Ministry of Education, Helsinki

FRANCE
Daphné DE BECO (Mme), chargée de mission, Service des affaires européennes et internationales, Institut national de la propriété industrielle (INPI), Paris
GHANA
Jude Kwame OSEI, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

GUATEMALA
Lorena BOLAÑOS (Sra.), Consejera Legal, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

HAÏTI/HAITI
Pierre Joseph MARTIN, ministre conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève
Pierre Mary Guy ST. AMOUR, conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève

HONGRIE/HUNGARY
Krisztina KOVÁCS (Ms.), Head, Industrial Property Law Section, Legal and International Department, Hungarian Patent Office (HPO), Budapest
Kinga UDVARDY-NAGY (Mrs.), Legal Officer, Industrial Property Law Section, Legal and International Department, Hungarian Patent Office (HPO), Budapest
Tamás KIRÁLT, Legal Adviser, Ministry of Public Administration and Justice, Budapest
Csaba BATICZ, Third Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

INDE/INDIA
N.S. GOPALAKRISHNAN, Professor, Inter-University Centre for Intellectual Property Rights Studies, Cochin University of Science and Technology, Kerala

INDONÉSIE/INDONESIA
Miranda RISANE AYU (Ms.), Law Lecturer, University of Padjajaran, Ministry of Education, Bandung
Basuki ANTARIKSA, Researcher, Tourism Research and Development Center, Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Jakarta

IRAN (RÉPUBLIQUE ISLAMIQUE D’)/IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)
Nabiollah AZAMI SARDOUE, Legal Expert, International Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Tehran

IRAQ
Alaa Abo Alhassan ESMAIL, Director General and Head, National Center for the Protection of Copyrights and Related Rights, Ministry of Culture, Baghdad
Yassin DAHAM, Second Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

ISRAËL/ISRAEL
Ron ADAM, Deputy Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission, Geneva
ITALIE/ITALY
Vittorio RAGONESI, Legal Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Rome
Pierluigi BOZZI, Professor, Centre of Development Studies, University of Rome, Sapienza

JAMAÎQUE/JAMAICA
Lilyclare Elaine BELLAMY (Ms.), Deputy Director, Legal Counsel, Jamaica Intellectual Property Office (JIPO), Kingston

JAPON/JAPAN
Ken-Ichiro NATSUME, Director, Multilateral Policy Office, International Affairs Division, General Affairs Department, Japan Patent Office (JPO), Tokyo
Kenji SHIMADA, Deputy Director, International Affairs Division, General Affairs Department, Tokyo
Hiroshi KAMIYAMA, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva
Satoshi FUKUDA, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

JORDANIE/JORDAN
Hani AL-AMAD, Professor, National Library Department, Ministry of Culture, Amman

KENYA
Marisella OUMA (Ms.), Executive Director, Kenya Copyright Board, Nairobi
Stanley ATSALI, Head, Traditional Knowledge and Genetic Resources Unit, Ministry of Industrialization, Kenya Industrial Property Institute (KIPI), Nairobi
Nilly KANANA, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

KOWEÏT/KUWAIT
Fahed BAGER, Head, Intellectual Property Section, Patent and Trade Marks Department, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Safat
Hussain SAFAR, Commercial Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva

LETTONIE/LATVIA
Mara ROZENBLATE (Mrs.), Principal Expert, Patent Office, Riga

LIBAN/LEBANON
Omar HALABLAB, Director General, Ministry of Culture, Beirut
Bachir SALEH AZZAM, First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva
Hala SOUBRA ITANI (Mme.), Assistant Researcher, Permanent Mission, Geneva
MADAGASCAR
Haja Nirina RASOANAIVO, conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève

MALAYSIE/MALAYSIA
Heng Gee LIM, Expert, Intellectual Property Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO), Selangor
Rafiza ABDUL RAHMAN (Miss), Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

MAROC/MOROCCO
Mohamed EL MHAMDI, conseiller, Mission permanente, Genève

MEXIQUE/MEXICO
Xílonen LUNA RUIZ (Sra.), Directora de Acervos Culturales y Documentales, Unidad de Planeación y Consulta, Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas (CDI), México D.F.
Gabriela GARDUZA ESTRADA (Sra.), Directora de Asuntos Internacionales, Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas, México D.F.
Fernando SERRANO MIGALLÓN Secretario Cultural y Artístico, Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, México D.F.
Miguel CASTILLO PÉREZ, Subdirector, Asuntos Multilaterales y Cooperación Técnica, Dirección de Relaciones Internacionales, Instituto Mexicano de la Propiedad Intelectual (IMPI), México D.F.

MONACO
Gilles REALINI, deuxième secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève

MONTÉNÉGRO/MONTENEGRO
Predrag MALBAŠA, Senior Adviser, Intellectual Property Office, Ministry of Economic Development, Podgorica

MYANMAR
Khin Thida AYE (Ms.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva
NÉPAL/NEPAL
Javak UPADHYAY, Intern, Permanent Mission, Geneva

NIGER
Amadou TANKOANO, professeur de droit de propriété industrielle, Faculté des sciences économiques et juridiques, Université de Niamey, Niamey

NIGÉRIA/NIGERIA
John ASEIN, Director, Nigerian Copyright Institute, Nigerian Copyright Commission, Abuja

NORVÈGE/NORWAY
Jostein SANDVIK, Senior Legal Advisor, Norwegian Industrial Property Office (NIPO), Oslo
Magnus Hauge GREAKER, Legal Adviser, Legislation Department, Ministry of Justice and the Police, Oslo
Maren Maal (Ms.), Intern, Permanent Mission, Geneva

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE/NEW ZEALAND

OMAN
Khamis AL-SHAMAKHI, Director, Cultural Affairs Department, Ministry of Heritage and Culture, Muscat
Abdul Wahab AL-MANDHARI, Advisor to the Chairperson, Public Authority for Crafts Industries, Muscat

OUGANDA/UGANDA
Benjamin MUKABIRE, deuxième secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève

PAKISTAN
Ahsan NABEEL, troisième secrétaire, Mission permanente, Genève

PANAMA
Luz Celeste RÍOS DE DAVIS (Sra.), Directora General, Departamento de Propiedad Industrial, Ministerio de Comercio e Industrias (MICI), Panamá
Ulpiano PRADO, Jefe, Departamento de Derechos Colectivos y Expresiones Folklóricas, Dirección General del Registro de la Propiedad Industrial, Ministerio de Comercio e Industrias (MICI), Panamá
PARAGUAY
Agustín SAGUIER ABENTE, Director General, Dirección General de Propiedad Intelectual, Asunción

PAYS-BAS/NETHERLANDS
Margreet GROENENBOOM (Mrs.), Policy Advisor, Intellectual Property Department, Ministry of Economic Affairs, The Hague

PÉROU/PERU
Antonia Aurora ORTEGA PILLMAN (Sra.), Ejecutiva, Dirección de Invenciones y Nuevas Tecnologías, Instituto Nacional de Defensa de la Competencia y de la Protección de la Propiedad Intelectual (INDECOPI), Lima
Giancarlo LEÓN, Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente, Ginebra

PHILIPPINES
Robert Nereo SAMSON, Attorney IV, Intellectual Property Office, Makati City
Josephine M. REYNANTE (Ms.), First Secretary, Permanent Mission, Geneva

POLOGNE/POLAND
Ewa LISOWSKA (Ms.), Expert, International Cooperation Division, Patent Office of the Republic of Poland, Warsaw
Michal DROZNIEWSKI, Attaché, Permanent Mission, Geneva

PORTUGAL
Luís Miguel SERRADAS TAVARES, Legal Counsellor, Permanent Mission, Geneva

RÉPUBLIQUE ARABE SYRIENNE/SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
Imad ABOU FAKHER, Director, Popular Heritage, Ministry of Culture, Damascus

RÉPUBLIQUE CENTRAFRICAINE/CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Joseph KOLEGWI-NZAKPE, administrateur civil, chef de service des brevets, dessins et modèles industriels, Ministère du commerce et de l’industrie, Bangui
RÉPUBLIQUE DE CORÉE/REPUBLIC OF KOREA
SONG Kijoong, Deputy Director, Multilateral Affairs Division, Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), Daejeon
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Ilaikipiak Maasai Integrated Youth Organization (Ilamaiyo Foundation)
Joseph OLESARIOYO (Chairman, Nanyuki)

Indigenous Peoples (Betechilokono) of Saint Lucia Governing Council (BCG)
Albert DETERVILLE (Executive Chairperson, Castries)

Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB)
Debra HARRY (Ms.) (Executive Director, Nixon)

Industrie mondiale de l’automédication responsable (WSMI)/World Self-Medication Industry (WSMI)
Sophie DURAND-STAMATIADIS (Mrs.) (Director of Information and Communication, Ferney-Voltaire)

Institut Max Planck pour la propriété intellectuelle, le droit de compétition et de fiscalité (MPI)/Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property, Competition and Tax Law (MPI)
Silke VON LEWINSKI (Ms.) (Head, International Law Department, Munich)

Instituto Indígena Brasilero da Propriedade Intelectual (InBraPi)
Lucia Fernanda INÁCIO BELFORT (Sra.) (Directora Ejecutiva, Brasilia)

Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO)
Manisha DESAI (Assistant General Patent Counsel, Eli Lilly, Indianapolis)

International Federation of Reproduction Rights Organisations (IFRRO)
Ingrid DE RIBAUCOURT (Ms.) (Senior Legal Advisor, Brussels)

International Video Federation (IVF)
Benoît MÜLLER (Legal Advisor, Brussels)

Knowledge Ecology International (KEI)
Thiru BALASUBRAMANIAM (Representative, Geneva)

Mbororo Social Cultural Development Association (MBOSCUDA)
Musu Usman NDAMBA (Bamenda)

Métis National Council
Kathy HODGSON-SMITH (Ms.) (Consultant, Ottawa)

National Educational Social and Traditional Knowledge (NEST) Foundation
Siddhartha Priya ASHOK (Secretary, Sivasagar)

Nepal Indigenous Nationalities Preservation Association (NINPA)
Ngwang Sonam SHERPA (Executive Chairperson, Kathmandu)

Peruvian Society for Environmental Law (SPDA)
Manuel RUIZ (Director, Lima)

Rromani Baxt
Leila MAMONI (Mlle) (Representative, Paris)
The International Committee for the Indigenous PeopleS of the Americas (INCOMINDIOS)
Helena NYBERG (Mrs.) (Representative, Zurich);

Third World Network (TWN)
K. M. GOPAKUMAR (Legal Advisor, Geneva)

Traditions pour demain/Traditions for Tomorrow
Christiane JOHANNOT-GRADIS (Mme) (secrétaire générale, Rolle)

Tulalip Tribes
Preston HARDISON (Representative, Washington D.C.)

Union for Ethical Bio Trade
Maria Julia OLIVA (Ms.), (Senior Policy Adviser, Geneva)

Union internationale pour la conservation de la nature (UICN)/ International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
Sonia PEÑA-MORENO (Mrs.) (Policy Officer – Biodiversity, Global Policy Unit, Gland); Elizabeth REICHEL (Ms.) (Observer, Commission on Environmental, Economic and Social Policy (CEESP), Geneva)

World Trade Institute (WTI)
Leila GHASSEMI (Mrs.) (Researcher, Neuchâtel)
V. BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DE L’ORGANISATION MONDIALE DE LA PROPRIÉTÉ INTELLECTUELLE (OMPI)/INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF THE WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO)

Francis GURRY, directeur général/Director General
Christian WICHARD, vice-directeur général/Deputy Director General
Konji SEBATI (Mlle/Ms.), consultante, Département des savoirs traditionnels et des défis mondiaux /Consultant, Department for Traditional Knowledge and Global Challenges
Wend WENDLAND, directeur, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Director, Traditional Knowledge Division
Begoña VENERO (Mme/Mrs.), chef, Section des ressources génétiques et des savoirs traditionnels, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Head, Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge Section, Traditional Knowledge Division
Simon LEGRAND, conseiller, Section de la créativité, des expressions culturelles et du patrimoine culturel traditionnel, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Counsellor, Traditional Creativity, Cultural Expressions and Cultural Heritage Section, Traditional Knowledge Division
Brigitte VEZINA (Mlle/Ms.), juriste, Section de la créativité, des expressions culturelles et du patrimoine culturel traditionnel, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Legal Officer, Traditional Creativity, Cultural Expressions and Cultural Heritage Section, Traditional Knowledge Division
Thomas HENNINGER, administrateur adjoint, Section des ressources génétiques et des savoirs traditionnels, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Associate Officer, Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge Section, Traditional Knowledge Division
Fei JIAO (Mlle/Ms.), consultante, Section des ressources génétiques et des savoirs traditionnels, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Consultant, Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge Section, Traditional Knowledge Division
Mary MUTORO (Mlle/Ms.), consultante, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Consultant, Traditional Knowledge Division
Jessyca VAN WEELDE (Mlle/Ms.), consultante, Section de la créativité, des expressions culturelles et du patrimoine culturel traditionnel, Division des savoirs traditionnels/Consultant, Traditional Creativity, Cultural Expressions and Cultural Heritage Section, Traditional Knowledge Division
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